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(Comm. by Kinjir5 KUNU(I, M.J.A., Feb. 12, 1966)

1o In the recent note 2 we constructed a wave operator of
the form

(1) L-
t 3x 3y f---g,

where f and g are real valued infinitely differentiable functions in R,
for which the local uniqueness of the Cauchy problem does not hold,
if we give initial values on any domain on
and solve outward from S. A. Pli 3, using the example of L.
HSrmander 1, pp. 225, gave an example of differential equations
possessing solutions with arbitrarily small supports.

In this note, by the method of A. Pli 3, we prove the following-

Theorem. Let Q(/x)=Q(/x, /x) be a homogeneous differ-
ential operator of order m(l) in R and of the form

a(2) Q

Assume that there exist a real vector N=(N,N)O such that
Q(N, N)=O. Then there exist complex valued infinitely differ-
entiable functions b(x) (j+km) which vanish at the origin
with all their derivatives, and the local uniqueness of the Cauchy
problem for the operator

(3) P x -Q + b(x)

does not hold for any smooth curve (x)=0 if ?(0)=0 and grad

Remark. We shall prove that, for any e)0, there exists a
solution u(x) satisfying the equation P(x, 3/3x)u(x)=O such that

(0, 0) e suppu)c{x; (x)0,
This means that, for any domain 9 containing the origin, we can
not give any boundary condition on the boundary of 9 such that
we may determine a unique solution of P(x,

Corollary. Let M(/x)=M(3/3x, ..., 3/3x,) be a homogeneous

differential operator of order m(l) in R’(3). Assume that

1) For a function u(x), supp u= the closure of {x; u(x) #0}.
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there exist non-zero real vectors ’-(’1, ", ’) and "--(’, ..., ’)
such that M(’) 0 and M(")- O. Then, there exist complex valued
functions B...(y, YO e C’(R), j/ +j<__m, whose derivatives
all vanish a the origin, and for the operator

( )--M( ) +’"+

the local uniqueness of the Cauchy problem does not hold for any

surface {x; (x.’, x.")-0}, where (y, y) is of class C(R) such
as (0, 0)=0, grad (0, 0)0.

2. Proof ot Theorem. First we prove a lemma with a little
modified form of A. Pli 3.

Lemma (A. Pli). There exists a complex valued function
f(t, y) in C(R), whose derivatives all vanish at the origin, such
that, for any 0, and smooth function (t, y) such as (0, 0)-0
and grad(O, 0)0, we have a solution w(t, y) of the equation

w(t, y)--f(t, y)-w(t, y)(4) 3--
whose support contains the origin and is contained in

{(t, y); (t, y)>=O,
Proof of Lemma. We follow the method of A. Pli [3.

L. HSrmander 1 constructed complex functions u(t, y) and a(t, y)
of class C(R) and vanishing for t_<0, such that the equation
/tu(t, y)--a(t, y)/yu(t, y) is satisfied and supp u-{(t, y); t>_-0}.
Setting

v(v, 0)-u(v-0, ), b(v, )-(1-2ta(v-t, t))-a(v-, 0),
we obtain an equation 3/vv(v, O)-b(v, O)/Ov(v, 0). If v<q for a
constant q>0, we have t+y-(v-O)+O<q. Hence, for a suf-
ficiently small fixed q>0, the complex functions v(v, 0) and b(v, O)
are of class C in {(v, O); v <__ q} and vanish for v<__O, and suppv
contains the origin. Let A(s) be a function of class C’(R) such
that 0 __< A(s) _<_ l, A(s)-O for ]sl>-_l and A(0)--I. Consider the functions

( 5 w(t, y; t, yO; r)__v(rA((t_tO)/r), y_yO),
c(t, y; t, yO; r)_A,((t_tO)/r)b(rA((t_tO)/r), y_yO)

for 0r q0, Then, setting
R(t0, y0; r)-{(t, y); t-tt<__r, x-xl <=r},

we have
( 6 ): supp wcR(t, y0; r), supp cR(t, yO; r),
and w, c satisfy the equation

(7) --w(t, y; t, yO; r)-c(t, y; t, y0; r) --w(t, y; to, yO; r).

2) For a real vector =($1,...,)andx=(x.,...,x)R,x. denotes the inner
product x.$=x$1+... +x$.

3) denotes the empty set.
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Since v(v, t) and b(v, ) vanish for v__<t, we have

v- + v(r t)--O v- + b(r )0 (rO)

uniformly for any fixed j, k, and M>0. Hence, remarking
rA((t-t)/r)r,we have by (5)

35y
w(, y; , yO; r)0,

( 8

Y
c($, y; o, yO; r)0

when r0, uniformly in R for any fixed j and k. Now, we set
R,:R(n-, 0; n [-), R,-R(O, n-; n [-), (n: i, 2, ...).

Then there exists a positive integer n(q-) such that
( 9 ) R,R,,,-, if n n, and (j, n) (j’, n’).
We set, for an integer /([/[ n),

w,- w(, y; n-, o;In ]-), w,- w(, y; o, n-; n [-),

if l 0 respectively and set
f(t’ Y)-0 {c(t, y; n-, 0;In 1-)+ c(t, y’, 0, n-;In ]-)}.

Then, by (6)--(9), we have w,(j:l, 2,] 1] n), f(t, y)e C(R),
(10) (0, 0) e supp w,{(t, y); t+y< 4[I[-}
and every w,(t, y) satisfies the equation (4).

Now, let (t, y) be a function of class C in a neighborhood of
the origin such that (0, 0)-0 and grad (0, 0)0. Then

(t, y):at+Zy+o(+y) where (,
Hence, for any e>0, we can select j(-1 or 2) and integer
Max {n, 2e-}) such that

(0, 0) e suppw,:{(t, y); (t, y)0, t+y<4[
This completes the proof. Q.E.D.

Proof of Theorem. Take a real vector 0_(, )0 such that
Q(, )0, then 0 and N are linearly independent. If we transform
the coordinates (x, x) to (t, y) by the non-singular transformation:
t-x+x, y-Nx+Nx, then the differential polynomial Q(, ) is
transformed to Q’(2, )-Q(2+N, 2+N) where (2, ) corresponds
to the differentiations (/t, 3/3y). Hence we have Q’(1, 0)-Q(, )
0 and Q’(0, 1)-Q(N, N)-0, consequently we can write Q’(a, )-
Q(2, )2 where Q(2, ) is differential polynomial homogeneous of order
m-1. Set P’($, y, /t, /y)-Q’o(/t, /x)(/t-f(t, y)/y) with the
function constructed in Lemma. Then all the solutions w(t,y) of the
equation (4) necessarily satisfy the equation P’(t, y, /3t, /y)w(t, y)-O.
Consequently we see that the local uniqueness of the Cauchy problem
for the operator P’ does not hold for any curve ($, y)-0 of Lemma.
If we re-transform the coordinates (t, y) to (x,x), we can easily see
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that P’(t, y, 3lt, 313y) is transformed to P(x, 13x) of the form (3)
such as b(x)(j/k<=m) satisfy the conditions of Theorem, and that
(t, y) is transformed to F(x, x) with one to one correspondence.

Q.E.D.
Proof o Corollary. We can linearly transform the coordinates

(x, ..., x) to (, y,..., y_) such that the transformed differential
polynomial M’(, ],-.., ]_) satisfies the conditions M’(I, 0,..., 0):
O, M’(O, i, O, ..., 0)--0, and the planes x.’-O, x."--O are transformed
to the planes t--O and y-O respectively. Set Q’(/t, /3y)--M’(3/3t,
/3y, O, ..., 0), then we can write Q’(/t, /3y)-Q(/3,3/3y)3/t
where Q(3/3t, 3/3y) is a homogeneous differential polynomial of
order m-l. Next, with a function f defined in Lemma, we set
P’(, y, /, 3/3y)-Q(/t, 3/3y)(3/3-f(t,y)3/3y). Then, for the
operator P’, the local uniqueness of the Cauchy problem does not hold for
any curve (, y)-O satisfying the condition of Lemma. Considering
L’(, y, /, /y)=-P’(t, yl, /, /yl), we can easily see that, for the
operator L’, the local uniqueness does not hold for any surface {(t, y);
(t, y)-0} with the function defined in the proof of Lemma,
since the solution w(t, y) of P’w=O is also the solution of L’w--O
by considering as a function in R". Consequently, re-transforming
the coordinates (t, y, .-., y,_) to (x, ..., x), we get the desired
operator L(x, 3/3x). Q.E.D.
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